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Glasgow College as Adam Smith knew it
“by far the happiest and most honourable period of my life”
1. ANNAN,Thomas. Photographs of Glasgow College. Glasgow, T.Annan [1866]
Oblong folio album, 15.5 x 11.0 ins, original green cloth, a little worn, skilfully rebacked, triple gilt
fillets, with the College coat-of-arms in gilt on upper board and lettered in gilt Photographs of
Glasgow College, 20 albumen silver prints mounted on cards rectos, [17.1-13.0cm – 19.0-14.0cm]
ten with arched tops, card edges gilt, some occasional foxing to endpapers and cards but not
affecting images, images clean and crisp.
£3,750
References: David Murray, Memories of the Old College of Glasgow 1927. W R Scott, Adam Smith
as Student and Professor. 1937. Getty Museum: Thomas Annan: Photographer of Glasgow. Exhib.
May-August 2017 Getty Center.
ALBUM BY THE PIONEER PHOTOGRAPHER THOMAS ANNAN THE EARLIEST IMAGES OF GLASGOW COLLEGE BEFORE ITS
ENTIRE DEMOLITION.
Probably commissioned by the College, these predate the later publication
Memorials of the Old College of Glasgow 1871 which contained 41
photogravure images. Today, in the 21st century, the decision to demolish
Glasgow College, would be considered as an act of vandalism.
Thomas Annan [1829-1887] was the pre-eminent photographer of Glasgow at
this time.
This album of original albumen images is significant not only in the history
of photography but also because every trace of the distinguished College [or
University] of Glasgow founded in 1451, which stood on the east side of the
High Street for 400 years has disappeared and the site it occupied has been
altered beyond recognition. The site was sold to a railway company and
became a railway goods yard. It is now derelict. The College left in 1870 and
moved to the west end of Glasgow at Gilmore Hill.
The images illustrate where some of the greatest figures of the Scottish
Enlightenment worked as lecturers and professors, and in particular Adam
Smith, John Anderson, Joseph Black, James Clow, Thomas Craigie, William
Cullen, Robert Foulis, Francis Hutcheson, William Leechman, John Millar,
James Moor, James Robertson, and John Simson.
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2. ANNAN & Sons. Clyde Navigation. Glasgow Harbour and Docks. Glasgow, Annan &
Sons, 1892-1898
8 platinum prints, 15.5 x 12.0 ins, mounted on original cards 25 x 19 ins with printed titles on card,
some foxing on images no.5 and 6, preserved in the original portfolio case with ties, rebacked in
goatskin, internally lined with archival paper, upper cover lettered gilt Glasgow Harbour and
Docks.
£6000
Historic archive of photographs in the maritime history of Glasgow – the
development of the Clyde Navigation, Harbour and Docks recorded in eight
original platinum prints by the famous Glasgow photographers Annan & Sons
between 1892 and 1898 and preserved in their original portfolio case.
Glasgow was the second city of the Empire and by the end of the 19 th century
had become a major Atlantic seaport and the Clyde shipyards were building the
most sophisticated and technologically innovative iron and steel ships in the
world.
The photographer was John Annan [1862-1947], elder son of Thomas Annan.
On Thomas’s death in 1887, John and his brother J.Craig Annan divided
the responsibilities; J.Craig Annan specialised in portrait photography
and John took over the architectural photography.
Not located in any Collection [no.2 in National Gallery of Scotland; no.7
in Glasgow City Archives; no.8 in the Mitchell Library].
See: Nick Robbins, Scotland and the Sea: The Scottish Dimension in
Maritime History. 2014
Prince’s Dock 1894

Prince’s Dock 1898
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3. ARISTOTLE. De Reip. Bene Administrandae Ratione, Libri Octo, A Dionys.Lambino
Monstrolliensi, litterarum Graecorum Lutetiae doctore Regio, Latini facti...Paris, Ioannem
Benenatum 1567
Quarto, 9.0 x 6.3 ins, contemporary dark calf, covers with gilt rule, with elaborate gilt fleurion in
the centre with the initials C S, upper cover with small loss of calf, spine gilt in five compartments
with gilt floral designs, upper hinge with short split, fragment of silk ties remaining, pp.(12) + 315 +
(1) errata, title with printers woodcut device, two woodcut initials, elaborate woodcut chapter
heading to page 1, endpapers of old printed waste from a printing of Pope Gregory I Opera , an
excellent copy in its original 16th century binding.
£950
Provenance: C S on covers, supposedly Sir Charles Somerset, son of Charles Somerset, 1 st Earl of
Worcester 1460-1526 [bastard son of Henry Beaufort, 3rd Duke of Somerset] and Elizabeth West.
Adams: Cambridge Libraries A1918 St John College only. Copac: Exeter and Glasgow only.
Only printing of this translation of Aristotle’s Politica by the French Royal Professor of Greek
Denys Lambino [1516-1572]
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The second Italian commercial arithmetic – a practical book for the use of merchants
4. BORGO,Pietro. Libro de Abacho. Venice,Bernardino de Bindoni 1540
Quarto, 20.0 x 15.5 cm, contemporary vellum, yapped edges, later endpapers, 99 leaves [leaves 1,
68-69, 88, 91 and 100 are unnumbered; no leaves for 7 and 8; leaf 80 is misnumbered 74, leaf 86
misnumbered 8], woodcut initials, rinted mathematical calculations in the margins throughout, old
worm holes on the inner margin of last four leaves unaffecting the text.
£2,750
Wellcome Library 986. Copac: Oxford and Wellcome only. Riccardi I.164. Smith, Rara Arithmetica
pp.12-22. Not in Adams,Cambridge Libraries (1 copy only University Library 1509). This edition
not in Kress (1533 only). No edition in Goldsmith.
The Venetian arithmetician Pietro Borgo’s commercial arithmetic. First published in Venice in
1484 it was the second commercial arithmetic published in Italy and more than any other book it set
a standard for the arithmetics of the 16th century and had a far greater influence on education and
none of the early textbooks deserve more careful study. All early editions are rare. The text of this
1540 and all early editions are substantially the same as the first edition of 1484.
“Borgo first treats of notation carrying his numbers as high as ‘numero de million de million’, and
making no mention whatever of the Roman numerals. In the same spirit he eliminates all of the
medieval theory of numbers, asserting that he does this because he is preparing a practical book for
the use of merchants…multiplication is the first operation treated. First comes the table, arranged in
column form, unlike the Boethian type of arithmetic, which preferred the square array…The author
then gives the method of checking by casting out 7’s and 9’s…Then follow multiplication ‘per
colonna’…Division is explained by the galley form…then known as the method of giving, ‘a
danda’, and described by Pacioli and Calandri. Then follow addition (although this was used in
multiplication), subtraction, denominate numbers, common fractions, rule of three, partnership,
barter, alligation and false position…The problems are generally practical for the time, and they
reveal some interesting facts concerning business customs at the close of the 15 th century”. Smith,
Rara Arithmetica.
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5. BOYLE,Robert [and LOCKE,John]. The General History of the Air, Designed and
Begun by the Honble Robert Boyle Esq. London, Awnsham and John Churchill 1692
Quarto, fine contemporary panelled calf, five raised bands, morocco label lettered gilt, pp.xii, 259,
[1] adverts, woodcut diagram in the margins of pp.133, 135, inscribed in ink on inner blank Ex
Libris Ricardi Moore. Paid for this Vol: 2sh – London, a few leaves lightly browned, a fine copy.
£6,850
Wing, B3981. Fulton, Boyle 194. Christophersen, John Locke, p.13. Harrison & Laslett, Library of
John Locke, 460.
Provenance:Richard Moore [1716-1771] of Barne House, Clonmel, Ireland, High Sheriff of
Tipperary, M.P. for Kells 1757-1768
FIRST EDITION by the founder of modern chemical science and published posthumously the
year after Boyle’s death. He was a close friend of John Locke. John Locke, who was one of Boyle’s
literary executors, arranged for the publication and saw the book through the press. It contains some
of John Locke’s weather records and the ‘Advertsisement to the Reader’ on pp.iii-v is by Locke.
During his stay in Oxford Locke had kept a journal of the air from June 24 th 1666 to June 30th 1683.
This journal was transmitted to Boyle and was included in the General History and is found on
pp.104-132 A Register kept by Mr Locke in Oxford as well as London between December 1669 to
June 1665. It is a Baconian style natural history, a collection of observations and testimonies on the
nature of the air. It reflects Boyle’s interest in the relation between the air and epidemics. The
manuscript of the book survives amongst Locke’s papers in the Lovelace Collection in the Bodleian
Library.
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6. [BRISCOE,John]. A Discourse of Money. Being an Essay on that Subject, Historically and
Politically handled. With Reflections on the present evil state of the Coin of this Kingdom;
and Proposals of a Method for the Remedy. In a Letter to a Nobleman, &c. London,
Sam.Briscoe 1696
Octavo, 18.7 x 11.5cm, contemporary mottled calf, covers blind ruled, contemporary red morocco
label lettered gilt, five raised bands, pp.[4] + 216 (misnumbered 204), title within double ruled
border, contemporary ownership in ink on front blank Godf.Boseville ; 97:£:offr; 2-6 d. , an
excellent copy.
£2,500
Provenance: probably Godfrey Bosville (1654-1714) of Gunthwaite, East Yorkshire, who married
Bridget Hotham, was a JP and High Sheriff of Yorkshire.
Wing B4744. Kress 1936, Goldsmith 3275, Einaudi 702. see Appleby:Economic Thought and
Ideology in 17th century England, pp.118, 189, 237, 251.
FIRST EDITION of this mercantilist work attributed to John Briscoe.
Mercantilists looked to a benevolently paternal government – import duties to keep out foreign
goods, bounties to encourage exports, patents of monopoly, encouragement of shipping and the
navy, the creation of privileged trading companies, the foundation of plantations for raw material
supplies – such was Mercantilism in practice.
Published at the time of the coinage crisis, Briscoe, who accepted the existence of extrinsic value in
coin, urged, like John Locke, that an unadulterated standard be maintained because “as it is a mark
of slavery, so is it the means of poverty in a State, where the Magistrate assumes a Power to set
what price he pleases on the Publick Coin: It is a sign of Slavery, because the subject in such Case
lives merely at the Mercy of the Prince, is Rich, or Poor, has a Competency, or is a Beggar, is a
Free-Man, or in Fetters at his Pleasure”.
In a classic mercantilist theme he writes: “Navigation the Nursery of our native Strength, the Rock
of our Safety, the Source and Foundation of all our Wealth, Power and Prosperity, becomes
cherished and improv’d, and all the incident Arts of that noble band useful Profession cultivated
and enrich’d; and how many hands are Imployed; how many Trades and Professions subsist and
increase by the Art of Shipwrightry alone...
And on the profit motive “People have a quick sense of the Profit of their Labour, and will bestow
their Cost & Pains in proportion to the Worth of the Subject Matter and the Benefit they gather
from their Industry”
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7. [EMILY BRONTË and ANN BRONTË] Wuthering Heights by Ellis Bell; and Agnes
Grey, by Acton Bell. With a Preface and Memoir of both Authors by Currer Bell. A New
Edition. London, Smith Elder and Co 1858
Octavo, 17.8 x 11.0 cm, two works in one volume, original publishers printed cloth covers, worn
and stained, pp.xix + 446 + 4 publishers adverts, original printed publishers endpapers,
contemporary engraved bookplate of Ascroft, Preston on front endpapers together with ownership
in ink of B.M.Ascroft, ownership in pencil on title of B.M.Forsyth and on inner blank stamped
ownership of Mrs R.L.Bickersteth, Ambleside.
£600
THIRD EDITION of a book of whose early editions were read to destruction and are rarely found
surviving in their original publishers cloth binding. With Charlotte Brontë’s memoir of her sisters,
which first appeared in the second edition.
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The Voyage of the Beagle
8. DARWIN,Charles. Journal of Researches into the Natural History and Geology of the
countries visited during the voyage of H.M.SBeagle round the world, under the Command
of Capt. Fitz Roy R.N. Tenth thousand. London,John Murray 1860
Octavo, 12.o x 19.8cm, fine original blind stamped green cloth by Edmonds & Remnants, London
with their printed label, spine lettered gilt, pp.xv + (1) + 519 + 32 adverts dated December 1861,
with the Postscript on p.vii, woodcuts of a lizard on p.385, outline of the Barrier Reef on p.471 and
reef on p.473, a fine copy.
£1,150
Freeman no.20.
First published separately in 1839 from vol III of Fitzroy’s Narrative of the voages of H.M. Ships
Adventure and Beagle. This 1860 printing is the final definitive text. Charles Darwin’s “first
published book is undoubtedly the most often read and stands second only to On the Origin of
Species as the most often printed. It is an important travel book in its own right and its relation to
the background of his evolutionary ideas has often been stressed" (Freeman).
Darwin noted in his autobiography that "the voyage of the Beagle has been by far the most
important event in my life and has determined my whole career. As far as I can judge of myself I
worked to the utmost during the voyage from the mere pleasure of investigation, and from my
strong desire to add a few facts to the great mass of facts in natural science. But I was also
ambitious to take a fair place among scientific men The success of this my first literary child always
tickles my vanity more than that of any other books."
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One of the most important texts in political literature
9. DE TOCQUEVILLE,Alexis. De la Democratié en Amérique. Tome Premier, Tome
Second. Paris, Charles Gosselin, 1835
Octavo, contemporary quarter calf and mottled paper boards, spine ruled gilt, four raised bands,
contemporary black morocco labels lettered gilt, marbled endpapers, leaf edges marbled, pp.(4) +
xxiv + 367; (4) + 459, folding engraved map of the United States, hand coloured, with the half titles
in both volumes, some leaves lightly browned as usual, a fine copy.
£5,750
En Francais dans le texte, 253. Downs, Famous Books since 1492. No.66.
FIRST EDITION of de Tocqueville’s masterpiece of political philosophy and one of the most
important texts in political literature.
De la Démocratie en Amérique by Alexis de Tocqueville [1809-1859] was first published in
January 1835 in less than 500 copies and in 1840 two concluding volumes were published with the
eighth edition.
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10. FORCADEL,Pierre. L’Arithmeticque de P.Forcadel, de Beziers. En laquelle sont traictes
quatre reigles briefues, qui contiennent les deux cents qurante anciennes: & plusieurs autres
reigles, pour l’exercice des nombres entiers, par lesquels on peut facilement paruenir à la
cognoissance de l’Agebre. Le tout de l’inuention dudiĉt Forcadel...Le Second Livre...Le
Troysiesme Livre... Paris, Chez Guillaume Cauellat, à l’enseigne de la Poulle grasse,
deuant le college de Cambray 1557, 1557, 1558
Three volumes bound in one volume, quarto, 20.0 x 14.5cm, contemporary blind stamped calf,
spine with four raised bands, skilful old repairs to head and tail of spine, ff.[6], 93, [1] errata on
recto of final leaf; pp.(6), 310, (1); ff.4, 111, (1), full title page to each volume with printer’s device
of a cockrel within an elaborate decorated border, larger printer’s device of a cockrel within an oval
border to last leaf of each volume [the final one hand coloured], historiated woodcut initials, many
woodcut diagrams and typeset mathematical formulae, *iii and *iv in volume I misbound to the end
of volume I, skilful paper repair to lower blank margin to title of volume I, faint dampstain in the
lower margin of some leaves, privilege is in volume III dated June 1557, text in Middle French
throughout, an excellent copy.
£3,250
Smith, Rare Arithmetica pp.284-286. Adams F744 [Emmanuel Coll]. Renouard, 97-98.
See Hoock & Jeannin, Ars Mercatoria.
Very rare NUC, RLIN and OCLC record copies only at Columbia, Brown & Harvard.
First edition, second state, complete with the third volume [first state is dated 1556, 1556, 1557]
Dedicated to Michel de l’Hospital dated 27 th February 1555 in volume I , 15th July in volume II and
to Cardinal de Lorraine 2nd July 1557 in volume III.
Pierre Forcadel of Beziers [died 1574], protégé of Ramus, was professor of mathematics in the
Collège Royal, Paris in 1560. He was the first to teach mathematics in the French language. He also
wrote on astronomy and translated the works of several Greek mathematicians, notably producing
the first French Euclid, published by Cavellat in 1564. Smith describes this work here ‘perhaps the
most elaborate French treatise on arithmetic published in the 16 th century’. Relying on the recent
algebra of Cardano and Stifel’s calculus, Forcadel gives a theoretical account of arithmetical
calculations and rules, comparable to Tunstall and Tartaglia. A sophisticated work in the theory of
arithmetic, the book is an unusually fine example of 16 th century French book design, with
complicated equations laid out in fine configurations.
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The first systematic exposition of the effects of the bank rate
11. [GOSCHEN,George Joachim]. The Theory of Foreign Exchanges. London, Effingham
Wilson Royal Exchange 1861
Contemporary quarter calf and marbled boards, spine lettered gilt, label of Bibliothek der Wiener
Handelsakademie on the upper cover and inside, leaf edges marbled, printers woodcut on title of a
grasshopper, pp.xii + 139 pages, discreet library stamp on title, a fine copy.
£1,200
Provenance: Bibliothek der Wiener Handelsakademie, founded in 1857, the second Handelsakamie
of the Austrian Empire after Prague.
Not in Einaudi or Sraffa. Not in the Amex Library. See Chi-Yuen Wu: An outline of international
price theories. (2007), pp.204-206. Schumpeter, p.736.
FIRST EDITION of this classic treatise in which Goschen declared that the primary clause which
determined the fluctuations in the exchange rates was the balances of international indebtedness. He
found that the state of credit in the money market played an important role. Chi-Yuen Wu writes
that Goschen produced the first systematic exposition of the effects of the bank rate.
Goschen [1831-1907], Chancellor of the Exchequer in Salisbury’s second administration 18861892] was 30 years of age when this work was first published. “His book describes extremely well
what a highly educated and intelligent dealer in foreign exchange would know about foreign
exchanges. As a piece of analysis, the performance, which nowhere goes below a well-observed
surface, does not rank highly. But it explained things about which politicians and academic
economists are likely to know little and hence was a boon to both. The success of the book was
sweeping and it is still worth reading”. Schumpeter
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‘The Father of Medicine’ – a physician’s copy
12. HIPPOCRATES.[c.460-c.375 BC] Octoginta volumina. Rome, Franciscus Minutius
Calvus 1525
Folio, 280 x 205 cm, late 18th or early 19th century morocco, stained, spine gilt, darkened, lettered
gilt, contemporary marbled endpapers, 410 leaves, woodcut title page border entirely unshaved at
the top and rarely found thus, Roman, italic and gothic types, table of contents in double columns,
index in three columns, printed shoulder notes, large woodcut initials, some browning and old damp
staining to upper margins throughout, insignificant wormhole to upper margin of last few leaves,
engraved armorial bookplate of Johnstone to front pastedown, library stamp to lower blank margins
of nine leaves, complete with colophon and final blank, an excellent large copy.
£30,000
Printing & the Mind of Man 55. Adams, H567. Grolier, Medicine 1A. Wellcome 3177. NLM 2320.
Provenance :Johnstone, armorial bookplate, either Edward Johnstone [1757-1851], physician, first
President of the provincial Medical & Surgical Association, one of the original physicians of the
Birmingham General Hospital; or his brother John Johnstone [1768-1836] physician at the General
Hospital. Gifted to
FIRST EDITION OF THE FIRST COMPLETE LATIN
EDITION OF THE WORKS OF THE GREATEST OF
CLINICAL PHYSICIANS.
An important and interesting copy, with the woodcut title
entirely unshaved and a copy belonging to an 18th century
English physician who gifted it to his local hospital.
The Greek physician Hippocrates was regarded as the ‘Father of
Medicine’ because he was the first to insist that the art of healing
depended on scientific method and ethical observation. Probably
born on the island of Cos, where there was some sort of medical
school linked with the cult of Aesculapius. There he is said to
have taught under a plane tree. The so-called Hippocratic
collection, which almost certainly comprises not only his own
work but that of pupils and followers, consists of more than
seventy books on medicine, of which the Aphorisms and the
Airs, Waters and Places are among the most important: the
section on epidemics is of great interest as are the clinical descriptions such as pneumonia, malaria
and mumps. Descriptions of the ancient instruments are an interesting part of the surgical writings.
Hippocrates proscribed a code of medical ethics for his disciples, summarised in the traditional
Hippocratic Oath still administered today to physicians on qualification.
“The ‘Hippocratic collection’...contains eighty works. They include contributions by various
authors and schools but all are inspired by Hippocratic ideals...The first Greek edition was
published by Aldus in 1526” PMM
Marcus Fabio Calvo of Ravenna, a friend of Raphael, prepared a complete Latin translation of the
Hippocratic corpus, collating and writing out his own manuscript of the Greek text, depending on
mainly a 14th century manuscript, but also consulting a 12th century codex that is one of the oldest
and most important Hippocratic manuscripts. The source manuscripts and Calvo’s Greek text and
Latin translation are preserved in the Vatican Library.
The bookseller and printer Francesco Calvo printed Marcus Fabio Calvo’s Latin translation of
Hippocrates in Rome in 1525.
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Justinian’s Codification of Roman Law-“the most notable and enduring achievement of the age”,
13. JUSTINIAN I. Codex Justinianus [with the Glossa ordinaria of Accursius and the
Summaria of Hieronymous Clarius] Venice, Bernardinus Stagninus de Tridino 16 Sept 1495
Folio, 15.5 x 10.3 inches, 16th century blind stamped alum-yawed pigskin with the clasps, skilful
repairs to hinges and top of spine, leaf edges blue, 318ff, printed in two columns within two
columns of glosses, 72 to 82 lines, printed in black and red, discreet library stamp on first leaf, a
few contemporary annotations in ink the margins on ff.37, 41, 42, 58, 182, 184, 185, 198, 199, early
ownership in brown ink on first blank of Schwarz, a fresh copy.
£6,250
USA Univ of Illinois only [Goff J585]. UK no copy. GW 7743 Hain 9618, BSB-Ink C573 see
Printing & the Mind of Man no.4. Not in the BL but see BL, XVth century books, V, p.xxx, p.363 for
the printer.

INCUNABLE PRINTING OF EMPEROR JUSTINIAN’S CODEX.
The Codex Justinianus [first printed in Mainz 1475] was the first of four parts of what became
known as the Corpus Juris Civilis, a collection of fundamental works on Roman law that was issued
from 529 to 534 AD by order of Justinian I, Eastern Roman Emperor. It has been called “the most
notable and enduring achievement of the age”, in which “the old (Roman) imperium displayed
its full powers” (George Ostrogorsky, History of the Byzantine State). The codex was a compilation
in Latin of the existing imperial constitutiones (imperial pronouncements having the force of law),
back to the time of Emperor Hadrian in the second century. Although the other parts, the Digest
[Rome 1476] and the Institutes [Mainz 1468] and the Novellae [Mainz 1477], were arguably more
original, containing an important anthology of jurisprudence, a handbook for teaching and a list of
the most recent decrees, everything rested on the laws contained in the Codex; indeed at the time of
the publication of its first version all imperial laws not included were repealed.
The collections of Justinian provided the basis for law thereafter in the eastern Roman [Byzantine]
empire. They were rediscovered in the West in the late eleventh century. Because the emphases in
the Codex were both Christian and Imperial, it provided source material for church lawyers, in
the greatest period of the development of canon law, and for civil lawyers, at a time when the
Holy Roman Emperors were keen to develop their authority. It appealed, therefore, to a wide
range of lawyers, the most famous on the civil side being Accursius [c.1182-c.1260], a professor at
Bologna, the greatest law university of the middle ages, and a leading jurist. “For the next 500 years
the Glossa [or annotations] of Accursius remained an indispensable complement to the texts of
Roman law. His work made Roman law a popular course of study during the Renaissance period.
Accursius’s interpretations of Roman law also influenced the development of later European legal
codes, among them the Code Napoléon, or French Civil Code, enacted in the early 19th century.”
Encycl Britannica.
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14. HUME,David. The Life of David Hume Esq. Written by Himself. London, W.Strahan and
T.Cadell 1777
Small octavo, original paper covers, worn and dust stained, spine frayed, stitched as issued,
engraved portrait of David Hume by T.Cook, half title + pp.iv + 62pp, duststained, uncut,
ownership in ink on the recto of plate Robert Barclay, Capilrig.
£2,750
Provenance: Robert Barclay [died 1783], purchased the estate of Capelrig, in Newton Mearns,
Renfrewshire in 1765 from the baron of the Scottish Exchequer William Mure of Caldwell, who
David Hume described as the ‘oldest and best friend I had in the world’. William Mure gave
Barclay a lucrative post as a tax collector, becoming Deputy Admiral of the Clyde. He was a lawyer
in the Glasgow firm of Barclay & Grahame. He corresponded with with David Hume’s physician
and friend Dr William Cullen 1783 concerning his health.
Todd edition A with correct reading ‘myself’ on line 3, p.29. Vanderblue,p.46. Jessop, p.6, p.39.
Kress B47. Goldsmith 11936. Rothschild Library 1179. Chuo,no.83. see Mossner ‘Life..’ pp.604605.
First edition, first Issue of David Hume’s autobiography. A remarkable copy in the original paper
covers. Described by Jessop ‘as one of the shortest autobiographies written by famous men’.
Published after his death and including from pp.37-62 Adam Smith’s famous Letter from Adam
Smith, LL.D. to William Strahan, Esq. in which he writes: It is with real, though very melancholy
pleasure, That I sit down to give you some account of the behaviour of our late excellent friend, Mr
Hume, during his last illness.
In May 1776 Hume had written to Adam Smith “You will find among my Papers a very in-offensive
Piece, called My own Life, which I composed a few days before I left Edinburgh, when I thought, as
did all my Friends, that my Life was despaired of. There can be no Objection. that this small piece
shoud be sent to Messrs Strahan and Cadell and the Proprietors of my other Works to be pre-fixed
to any future Edition of them."
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Longfield’s remarkable lectures – a ‘neglected British Economist’
15. LONGFIELD,Mountifort. Lectures on Political Economy, delivered in Trinity and
Michaelmas Terms, 1833. Dublin, William Curry, Jun, and Company 1834
Octavo, contemporary cloth backed boards with loss of original paper to boards, printed paper label
rubbed, pp.xii, 267, without the half title, a good copy.
£2,250
Blaug: Great Economists before Keynes, pp.135-137. Seligman: On some neglected British
Economists, 1903, pp.46-52. Schumpeter: History of Economic Analysis, pp.464-465. See
L.S.Moss: Mountifort Longfield: Irelands first Professor of Political Economy, 1976. Kress C3771.
Goldsmith 28434. Not in Bradshaw Collection of Irish Books, Cambridge University Library.
FIRST EDITION by Samuel Mountifort Longfield, who was Ireland’s first Professor of the
Whateley Chair of Political Economy at Trinity College, Dublin.
“Longfield’s general theory of value is noteworthy in that he not only puts very lucidly the
influence of cost of production upon the supply side of the equation between supply and demand,
but calls attention to the demand side as well...Longfield uses profits in the sense of general returns
to capital, and that his theory of profits is really a theory of interest...In his theory of wages also he
marks a decided advance...’the wages of the labourer depend upon the value of his labour, and not
upon his wants, whether natural or acquired.’” Seligman
“Longfield’s Lectures is an amazingly original if somewhat confusingly written book, which
sketches a subjective theory of value and a marginal productivity theory – all this in 1834, 11 years
after the death of Ricardo. Longfield had the idea of marginal demand price and favoured utility
rather than labour as the basis of exchange value but he failed, like everyone before him, to discover
the concept of marginal utility as the link between utility and demand.” Blaug
“Longfield’s merits may be summed up by saying he overhauled the whole of economic theory and
produced a system that would have stood up well in 1890....his argument against the labour theory
of value is one of the best ever penned...he anticipated the essentials of Bohm-Bawerk’s theory (by
making the ‘roundabout’ process of production the pivot of his analysis of capital). And he
presented a reasonably complete and reasonably correct theory of distribution based upon the
marginal productivity principle, not only the marginal cost principle...” Schumpeter.
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16. [LOCKE, John]. Some Considerations of the Consequences of the Lowering of Interest and
Raising the Value of Money. In a Letter to a Member of Parliament. London, Awnsham &
John Churchill 1692
Small octavo, 15 x 8.8cm, contemporary mottled calf, rebacked, five raised bands, leaf edges
mottled pp.(4) +4 +192, title within double ruled border with the licence leaf, with the errata pasted
to the verso of A4, early ownership in ink on inner board of D.Race, an excellent copy.
£10,500
Wing L2760. Kress 1792. Goldsmith 2491. Attig, Works of John Locke 494. Blaug, Great
Economists before Keynes, pp.132-134. Erich Roll, History of Economic Thought, pp.114-118
First edition of John Locke’s first book on economics - Locke’s most important contribution
to mercantile and monetary theory. It was an attempt to influence Parliament to defeat a bill to
lower the legal rate of interest from 6% to 4% - it was fixed by law at 5% on January 23rd 1692.
“Locke followed William Petty closely in deriving his theory of interest from an analysis of rent.
He still regarded rent as the only surplus, and inquired how money, which was by nature barren,
could have the same productive character as the soil, which did produce something useful. His
conclusion was that just as the unequal distribution of land enabled those who had more than they
could cultivate themselves to take a tenant from whom they obtained rent, so the unequal
distribution of money enabled its owners to obtain a tenant for it from whom they could receive
interest” Erich Roll p.115
“It was, however, Locke’s emphasis on the medium of exchange function of money which was the
starting-point for his further discussion. This was based on the quantity theory of money…Against
the prevailing mercantilist view that a low rate of interest would raise prices, Locke pointed out that
prices were determined by the amount of money in circulation. This view was based on a supply
and demand theory of price…Locke, in spite of occasional inconsistencies, held the view that
changes in the amount of money were bound to affect prices”. Erich Roll, p.117
The book was published anonymously: “This pre-occupation with anonymity, this inability to be
open with the world, his friends or even himself about what he had written and why he had written
it, is a trait of Locke’s” Peter Laslett, The Library of John Locke.
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Eonomist John Law’s System – the best contemporary record and history
The Mississippi Project’s Birth, Bubble and Collapse
17. [MARMONT DU HAUTCHAMP, Barthélémy] Histoire des Finances Sous la Minorité
de Louis XV. Pendant les années 1719 & 1720. Précedée D’un Abrégé de la Vie du Duc
Regent, & du sur Sr.Law. Tome Premier – Tome Sixieme. La Haye, chez Pierre du Hondt
1739
Twelvemo, 6 volumes bound in 3 volumes, 16.2 x 9.3cm, small octavo, very fine contemporary
continental mottled calf, spines richly gilt with fleur-de-lys, red and blue morocco labels lettered
gilt, marbled endpapers, leaf edges marbled, original silk page markers, pp. LIV-204 + (2) blank;
(2) + 312 + (2) blank; (2) + 208 + (2) blank; (2) + 286 + (4) blank; (14) + 294 + (4) blank; (18) +
246 + (2) blank, complete with 2 folding tables in volume VI of Billets de Banque...faits en
consequence des Arréts...1719-1720 printed on both sides, and the engraved plate Admiré la force
in volume IV, titles printed in red and black with printers woodcut devices, woodcut decoration to
chapter openings and endings, woodcut initials, insignificant scuffing to back board of first volume,
a very fine copy.
£5,950
Kress 4447. Goldsmith 7712 Einaudi 3728. INED 1553. on John Law see Schumpeter, Economic
Analysis, pp.294-295; Antoin Murphy, John Law’s ‘Essay on a Land Bank’ 1994. H.M.Hyde, The
Life of John Law 1948,
FIRST AND ONLY EDITION - THE BEST CONTEMPORARY SOURCE ON THE
FINANCIAL ACTIVITIES OF JOHN LAW AND THE BANQUE GÉNÉRALE, BANQUE
ROYALE AND THE COMPAGNIE DES INDES.
Schumpeter on John Law ‘He worked out the economics of his projects with a brilliance and, yes,
profundity, which places him in the front rank of monetary
theorists of all time’. Schumpeter, Economic Analysis: pp.294-295
and Antoin Murphy writes on Law “an outstanding monetary
theorist with a vision of the monetary system more akin to the
modern economist”
Marmont du Hautchamp (c.1682–c.1760), French economist and
economic historian was born in Orléans, was fermier des
domaines of Flanders. Marmont du Hautchamp had been an
admirer of John Law's system and his book has been recognized as
the best contemporary history of the system. The book provides a
record of the activities and operations of John Law from the
foundation in 1716 of the Banque Générale, soon afterwards
renamed Banque Royale, to the formation of Compagnie des
Indes which, by absorbing various other chartered companies,
acquired the monopoly on the trade to America, Africa and China.
The company obtained the monopoly of tobacco, the control of the
mint, the payment of the national debt, and the farm of the taxes.
Within a few years Law's companies thus got almost complete
control over France's overseas trade, its currency and public finances.
“Law was transforming the Mississippi Company into a trading-cum-financial company and
controlling the State’s finances, most notably tax collection and debt management” Antoin Murphy.
In 1720 Law was appointed Controller-General of Finances for the Kingdom of France.
The bubble burst in 1720, cash payments were suspended and Law fled from the country, leaving
behind many of his former supporters ruined.
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The School of Salamanca and the Quantity Theory of Money
18. MERCADO, Fray Thomas de. Summa de Tratos y Contratos...anadidas ala primera
addition, muchas nueuas resoluciones. Y dos libros enteros, como parace en la pagina
siguente. Seville, Hernando Diaz 1571
Thick quarto, 20.0 x 14.0cm, quarter vellum and cloth boards, five raised bands, spine lettered gilt,
leaf edges gilt, some wormholes neatly restored in the blank margins, two parts in one volume, [12]
leaves + 154 leaves [misnumbered]; 220 leaves [misnumbered] + [14 ] leaves tablo, title with
engraved woodcut of a friar holding a model of the church in his left hand and a quill in his right
hand, printers ornamental woodcut initials, printed marginalia.
£3,500
Palau, IX p.91 165052. Colmeiro, 279. Smith, Rara Arithmetica p.335. Schumpeter, pp.95, 101.
Kress 105. Goldsmith 155. Not in Einaudi or Sraffa.
See Marjorie Grice-Hutchinson, The School of Salamanca. Readings in Spanish Monetary Theory
1544-1605.Oxford 1952 pp.2-18; 40-51, 96-102.
Second edition, enlarged from the first edition of
1569, of the first description of the quantity
theory of money. The concept was developed in the
16th century due to the flow of treasure into Spain
from the Americas. By 1550 prices had more than
doubled. At this time Spanish economists at the
University of Salamanca began to attribute the fall
in the purchasing power of money with the increase
in the circulation of money brought about by the
imports of gold and silver from America. Tomas de
Mercado [1525-1585] was a Dominican friar from
Mexico, who journeyed to Spain and lived for some
years in Seville and Salamanca. Little is known of
his early life, except that he wrote several learned
commentaries on Aristotle. This handbook on
commercial morality for merchants gives a vivid
picture of the inflationary economy of the period
and of business life in Seville. He died in 1585 on
board ship taking him home to Mexico.
The work is an example of Spanish scholastic
economics. Schumpeter defined the scholastics as
coming “nearer than does any other group to having
been ‘founders’ of scientific economics” and
Mercado “adumbrated more or less clearly what came to be called the quantity theory of money”.
“From about 1540 onwards there appeared a whole crop of handbooks, written mostly by learned
friars, which paint a vivid picture of the business life of the times...The shrewdest and at the same
time the most entertaining of this group of writers is the Dominican friar Tomas de Mercado... His
homilies are much enlivened by his pithy style, sardonic humour, and colourful way of describing
the iniquities of merchants. Mercado distinguishes three main classes of business men: merchants,
money-changers, and bankers...dedicates his book to the merchants of Seville and explains that his
teaching is based on the doctrine of the theologians of Salamanca.” Grice-Hutchinson
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The doctrine of the Separation of Powers
A universal criterion of Constitutional Government
19. MONTESQUIEU,Charles-Louis de Secondat, Baron de. De l’Esprit des Loix. Ou du
rapport que les Loix doivent avoir avec la Constitution de chaque Gouvernement, les
Moeurs, le Climat, la Religion, Le Commerce, &c. à quoi l’Auteur a ajouté Des recherches
nouvelles sur les Loix Romaines touchant les Successions, sur les Loix Françoises, & sur les
Loix Féodales. Tome Premier [Tome Seconde] Geneve, chez Barrillot & Fils [1748]
£34,000
2 volumes, quarto, 24.0 x 19.0 cm, very fine contemporary quarter pale continental, possibly
Danish, calf and marbled boards, spines richly gilt, contemporary pale morocco labels lettered gilt,
pp.(8), xxiv, 522; (4), xvi, 564, with the half titles to both volumes, printers woodcut to titles, with
the cancels E3, F3, F4, Aa, Ff2, Kk2, Sss4 in volume I and a, Hhh in volume II, contemporary
ownership in ink on front blanks W.E.Suedelius, an exceptionally fine, near immaculate copy of the
true first edition.
Printing & the Mind of Man 197. En Français dans le Texte 138. Kress 4920. Goldsmiths 8375.
Tchemerzine,VIII,459 (a). See Volpilhac-Auger, G.Sabbagh & Weil: Un auteur en quête
d’êditeurs? Histoire éditoriale de l’oeuvre de Montesquieu. 2011, pp.47-67, 413-416.
FIRST EDITION of Montesquieu’s [1689-1755] great L’esprit des loix in which
he argued that the best government would be one in which power was balanced
among three groups of officials. He thought England - which divided power
between the king (who enforced laws), Parliament (which made laws), and the
judges of the English courts (who interpreted laws) - was a good model of this.
Montesquieu called the idea of dividing government power into three branches the
"separation of powers." He thought it most important to create separate branches
of government with equal but different powers. That way, the government would
avoid placing too much power with one individual or group of individuals. He
wrote, "When the [law making] and [law enforcement] powers are united in the
same person... there can be no liberty." According to Montesquieu, each branch of
government could limit the power of the other two branches. Therefore, no branch
of the government could threaten the freedom of the people. His ideas about
separation of powers became the basis for the United States Constitution.
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20. MORE, Sir Thomas. Utopia: written in Latin by Sir Thomas More, Chancellor of England.
Translated into English by Gilbert Burnet, late Bishop of Sarum. To this edition is added, a
short account of Sir Thomas More’s life and his trial. Dublin, R.Reilly, for G.Risk, G.Ewing,
and W.Smith 1737
Small octavo, contemporary pale calf, double rule to covers, red morocco label lettered gilt, crest
gilt on spine, five raised bands, pp.xxviii, 140, two leaves misbound, engraved armorial bookplate
of the Earls of Drogheda, a fine copy.
£1,450
See Printing & the Mind of Man, 47 [first edition Louvain 1516]. Not in Bradshaw Collection of
Irish Books, Cambridge University Library.
FIRST DUBLIN PRINTING OF SIR THOMAS MORE’S UTOPIA.
Thomas More’s Utopia is a work of satire, indirectly criticizing Europe's political corruption and
religious hypocrisy. In Utopia the Utopians have eliminated wealth, the nobility, private property,
and currency. Labour and goods are distributed equally. Property is held in common. Everyone
works the same hours and even though the rulers are exempt from public labour, they work to set a
good example for the others. Work hours are equally distributed and there are no monasteries,
convents, alehouses, or academies wherein an individual might withdraw from the rest of society.
All Utopians are socially productive.
It was to have a lasting impact on subsequent political thought and
literature. It has inspired a diverse group of political thinkers from
Jeremy Bentham and the Utilitarians to Karl Marx and communism.
Utopia was first published in Louvain in 1516 in latin; it was translated
into English by Raphe Robinson and first published in English in 1551.
A more commonly known English translation of the text is that of
Gilbert Burnet, produced in 1684 and reprinted here in this first Dublin
printing. Gilbert Burnet, Bishop of Salisbury, said of Robinson's
translation: 'It was once translated into English not long after it was
written; and I was once apt to think it might have been done by Sir
Thomas More himself: For as it is in the English of his Age, and not
unlike his Style; so the Translator has taken a Liberty that seems too
great for any but the Author himself, who is Master of his own Book, and
so may leave out or alter his Original as he pleases; Which is more than
a Translator ought to do, I am sure it is more than I have presumed to do.'
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John Stuart Mill’s India Pamphlets
21. ALL MILL’S INDIA PAMPHLETS – HIS RESISTANCE TO THE EXTINCTION OF
THE EAST INDIA COMPANY.
£3,500
“In 1856 I was promoted to the rank of chief of the office in which I had served for upwards of 33
years. The appointment, that of Examiner of India Correspondence, was the highest, next to that of
Secretary, in the East India Company’s home service, involving the general superintendence of all
the correspondence with the Indian Governments, except the military, naval, and financial. I held
this office as long as it continued to exist, being a little more than two years; after which it pleased
Parliament, in other words Lord Palmerston, to put an end to the East India Company as a branch of
the Government of India under the Crown, and convert the administration of that country into a
thing to be scrambled for by the second and third class of English parliamentary politicians. I was
the chief manager of the resistance which the Company made to their own political extinction, and
to the letters and petitions I wrote for them...” J.S.Mill, An Autobiography, pp.248-250.
See also: L.Zastoupilo, John Stuart Mill and India. 1994
[MILL,John Stuart] East India (Improvements in Administration). Copy “of a Memorandum
(prepared at the India House) of the Improvements in the Administration of India during the last
Thirty Years”. London 1858 Folio, disbound, pp.1-38 +(2). MacMinn, p.90
First edition, from Parliamentary Papers, 1857-1858, XLIII. Of this Memorandum Mill wrote in his
manuscript of the bibliography of his writings of this I was partly the author and partly the editor,
the facts being furnished by the departments of the India House.
Together with
Memorandum of the Improvements in the Administration of India during the last thirty years.
London, 1858 Octavo, blue cloth on grey boards, spine lettered in gilt, pp.(4),
101, drop head title.
Copac, BL only. MacMinn, p.90
First separate edition. It was published in Parliamentary Papers, 1857-58,
XLIII, 1-38, see above in folio. There was also a separate printing containing
the correspondence between the directors of the East India Co and the
government and their Petition to Parliament.
MacMnn: “A review of the improvements in legislation, education, religion,
roads, and other matters achieved under the supervision of the East India
Company”.
together with five pamhlets in one volume
A Constitutional view of the India Question. London, William Penny 1858 Octavo, pp.10,
NUC, Yale only. MacMinn p.91.
First edition. “An argument that all government except that by a single man is double government
and that the proposed abolition of the East India Company was a long step toward totalitarian
government” MacMinn
Practical Observations on the First Two of the Proposed Resolution on the Government of India.
London, William Penny 1858 Octavo, pp.10
NUCLS, Newberry Library, Chicago only. Copac: LSE only. MacMinn p.91.
First edition. “An exposition of the fact that the government of India has always been controlled by
Parliament, that the East India Company has had charge of administration only, and that such a
system provides better government for India than is provided by the proposed resolutions”.
MacMinn
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A President in Council the Best Government for India. London, William Penny 1858 Octavo, pp.8
NUC, University of Illinois only. MacMinn p.91.
First edition. “An exposition of the view that the power of the Indian Minister should be effectively
checked by a council because of the fact that experience is requisite to intelligent dealing with
Indian affairs.” MacMinn
The Moral of the India Debate. London, William Penny 1858 Octavo, pp.10
NUC, Newberry Library, Chicago only. MacMinn p.91.
First edition “An argument that the Indian Minister should be required to present all important
measures to a council and abide by the advice of the council”. MacMinn
Observations on the Proposed Council of India. London, William Penny 1858 Octavo, pp.7
Copac, BL., no copy in NUC. Not in MacMinn.
First edition. Discusses the composition of the proposed Council and the plans of the leaders of the
three sections in Parliament and stresses the need to have a very strong Council because of the
impermanent nature of the Minister.
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22. MURCHISON, Roderick Impey. Siluria. The history of the oldest fossiliferous rocks and
their foundations; with a brief sketch of the distribution of gold over the earth. Third edition
with maps and additional illustrations. London, John Murray 1859
Thick quarto, 9.3 x 6ins, fine original blind stamped brown cloth by Edmonds & Remnants, London
with their printed label, spine lettered gilt, upper cover gilt, pp.xix + (1)errata +592 + Figures of the
principal Silurian fossils XLI plates with separate descriptive text + 32pp adverts dated January
1859, with the folding Geological Map of the Silurian Rocks in pocket at the end, engraved
coloured frontispiece of Loch Assynt, tabular diagram on p.157, folding sketch map on p.522,
numerous woodcuts in the text throughout, faint damp stain on last few leaves, printed bookplate on
inner blank of booksellers Friedrich Klincksliek, 14 rue de Lille, Paris, a fine copy.
£700
Dibner, Heralds of Science, 97. Geikie, The Founders of Geology, p.420. Zittel, History of Geology
& Palaeontology, pp.432-438. DNB, XIII, 1214.
Third edition of a work which has become a landmark in geology. Murchison (1792-1871) had
taken up the study of geology late in life and had become friendly with Charles Lyell and Adam
Sedgwick. In 1831, following an attempt to resolve the problem of the structure of the Alps,
Murchison turned to the classification of the greywacke rocks along the border of Wales; he
believed they could be grouped into a definite order of succession. The result of this work was the
establishment of the Silurian System under which were grouped for the first time a remarkable
series of formations, each with distinctive organic remains older than and very different from those
of other rocks of England. These researches were published in this book. The establishment of the
Silurian System of grouping geological formations found elsewhere was followed by the
introduction of the Devonian System and the application of both systems to the geology of the
Rhineland, the Urals and the Highlands of Scotland.
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The important first French translation by du Ryer
23. [QUR’AN]. L’Alcoran de Mahomet. Translaté d’Arabe en François, par Le Sieur du Ryer,
Sieur de la Garde Malezair. Paris, Chez Antoine de Sommaville, au Palais dans la Salle des
Merciers, à l’Ecu de France MDCXLVII
Quarto, 9.4 x 7.3 inches, contemporary French mottled calf, a little worn, spine with five raised
bands richly gilt in compartments and label lettered in gilt, head and tail of spine worn, covers with
triple gilt fillets and an inner panel of triple gilt fillets embellished at the corners with fleurions in
the contemporary 17th century syle à la Duseuil, title with engraved woodcut, pp,(10), 648, (4), with
the errata leaf, dedication and privilege, woodcut initials, old faint water stain in the upper outer
margin, an attractive copy.
£5,000
See: Hamilton & Richard, André du Ryer and Oriental Studies in 17th century France. OUP 2004
FIRST FRENCH TRANSLATION OF THE QUR’AN AND THE FIRST COMPLETE
TRANSLATION TO BE PUBLISHED IN THE VERNACULAR by André du Ryer. It inspired
the later translations into English of 1649, Dutch of 1658, German 1703 and Russian 1776. André
Du Ryer was French vice-consul in Egypt from 1623 to 1626, and both adviser and interpreter to
the French ambassador in Istanbul and ambassador extraordinary of the sultan to France in the early
1630s. He assembled a fine collection of Turkish, Persian, and Arabic manuscripts most of which
are now in the Bibliothèque Nationale de France.
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24. [QUR’AN]. The Alcoran of Mahomet, Translated out of the Arabick into rench. By the
Sieur Du Ryer, Lord of Malezir, and Resident for the King of France, At Alexandria. And
newly Englished, for the satisfaction of all that desire to look into the Turkish vanities. To
which is prefixed, the Life of Mahomet, The Prophet of the Turks, and Author of the
Alcoran. With a Needful Caveat, or Admonition, for them who desire to know what Use
may be made of, or if there be danger in Reading The Alcoran. London, Randal Taylor 1688
Octavo, contemporary speckled calf, upper hinge weak but holding, blind ruled fillet, (10) + xviiipp
+ (12) + (4) + 511pp, title within double ruled border.
£750
Wing K748. British Library, Arabic Books I,887.
Reprint of the first English translation of the Qur’an of 1649. It was translated into English from
Andrew du Ryer’s French edition of 1647. This edition contains The Translator to the Christian
Reader; The French Epistle to the Reader; A Summary of the Religion of the Turks; the Priviledges
of Marseilles; and from Sultan Amurat at Constantinople; The Life and Death of Mahomet;
Alexander Ross’s A needful Caveat and the whole text of the Qur’an in English.
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25. RICARDO,David. On the Principles of Political Economy and Taxation. London, John
Murray 1817
Octavo, 22.1 x 14.6 cm, 19th century quarter polished calf and marbled boards, calf edges to boards,
spine with five raised bands, red morocco labels lettered gilt, leaf edges untrimmed, pp.viii + 589 +
(1p) errata + (14pp) index, numerous pencil underlinings in the text and margins and a few pencil
notes, a very large copy.
£29,000
Provenance: engraved bookplate Briglands Perthshire home of J.A.Clyde, (1863-1944) advocate.
He was Lord President from 1920 until 1935 with the title of Lord Clyde.
Printing & the Mind of Man 277. Kress B7029. Goldsmith 21734. Sraffa 5a.
FIRST EDITION OF ONE OF THE MOST IMPORTANT WORKS IN ECONOMICS OF THE
19TH CENTURY. The fundamental groundwork of the Principles is based on the theory that given
free competition in trade, the exchange value of commodities will be determined by the amount of
labour expended in production. This thesis was reinforced by Ricardo’s theory of distribution in
which he argued that the demand for food determines the margin of cultivation; this margin
determines rent; the amount necessary to maintain the labourer determines wages; the difference
between the amount produced by a given quantity of labour determines profit. Ricardo was the
principle founder of the classical school of economics. His main doctrines were expounded by his
disciples James Mill and McCulloch and accepted by John Stuart Mill. David Ricardo’s exact
mathematical approach and deductive methods have influenced succeeding generations of
economists, especially in the fields of currency and banking.
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Arabic Grammar from Wittenberg
26. SENNERT,Andrea. Arabismus, h.e. Præcepta Arabicæ Linguæ, In harmoniâ ad Ebræa,
eademq; Universalia, nec non Chaldæo-Syra, (feofum antehac edita illa ab autore)
conscripta, exemplis sufficinti-busq; confirmata illustrataq;. Accessit in fine Compendium
Lexici Arbici, Radicum & Vocum notabiliorum prae cæterisq, maxime usitatarum, in
gratiam tyronum. Witteberg,Jobi Wilhelmi Fincelii 1658
Quarto, 18 x 14.5 cm, old cloth boards, black morocco label lettered gilt, spine chipped, pp.8 + 166,
including the errata on the last two pages, woodcut initial, decorated woodcut to chapter heading
and ending, Latin with Arabic in the text throughout, extensive manuscript annotations (slightly
trimmed) in an early hand in Latin and Arabic in the blank margins on many pages, leaves lightly
browned, faint small old oval library stamp on recto of title, discreet old small circular stamp on
title, an excellent large copy.
£7,000
Schnurrer, Biblotheca Arabica, 82. Not in Smitskamp, Philologia Orientalis. Copac: Oxford,
Cambridge only. Not in the BL.
FIRST EDTION of this arabic grammar from the Wittenberg School of Orientalism. Andrea
Sennert (1606-1689) was a pupil of M.Trostius, became Professor of Hebrew in Wittenberg in 1636
and paid special attention to the study of Arabic.
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Classic of the Self-Help ethic
27. SMILES,Samuel. Self-Help: With Illustrations of Character and Conduct. London, John
Murray 1859
Octavo, 7.5 x 5.5 ins, original purple/brown cloth, covers panelled and ruled in blind with floral
central motif, spine lettered in gilt, spine faded, original brown endpapers with faint cracks on inner
hinge of endpapers, pp.xii + 343, Edmonds & Remnants binders label on back inner endpaper, an
excellent copy.
£1,850
Printing and the Mind of Man, 346. Peter Sinnema, ‘Introduction’ to Samuel Smiles ‘Self Help’.
Oxford 2002. See Tom Butler-Bowdon’s review at www.butler-bowdon.com/samuel-smiles---selfhelp.html
First edition. Samuel Smiles [1812-1904], was a Scottish writer, and social reformer. Self-Help
became an immediate best-seller and one of the Victorian’s most important statements on the
virtues of hard work, thrift and perserverance. Smiles was a critic of rapacity and complacent
affluence and advocated virtues central to the projects of other 19 th century institutions that actively
encouraged cultivation of the intellectual and moral working-class self such as mechanics’
institutes, public libraries and people’s colleges.
Smiles later developed this theme with Character 1871, Thrift 1875, and Duty 1880. With Charles
Darwin’s On the origin of species and John Stuart Mill’s On Liberty, one of the influential books
first published in 1859.
This first edition is infrequent and uncommon on the market, especially in the original cloth
binding, unrestored and in excellent condition.
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28. [SMITH, Adam]. The Penny of Scotland. Boog junior des., P.Kempson fecit 1797
Penny Token, struck in bronze, 35mm in diameter, with portrait of Adam Smith after Tassie on the
obverse, and a scene on the reverse entitled Wealth of Nations depicting various symbols of
agriculture, commerce and trade including a plough, a spinning-wheel, a wool-pack and a cask on a
quay-side with two three-masted ships in the back ground sailing out of the harbour.
£8,000
J.M.Gray, ‘The Portraits of Adam Smith’ in J.Bonar ‘Catalogue of the Library of Adam Smith’
1894. Illustrated in Scott, Adam Smith as Student and Professor, 1937. Dalton & Hamer, Fifeshire
no.1. Not in Vanderblue. The only other recorded portraits of Adam Smith before our penny token
which we have been able to trace are the Tassie medallion of 1787, two etched portraits by John
Kay of 1787 and 1790 and a ‘very poor unsigned transcript in line’ (Gray) after Tassie in the Scots
Magazine of 1796.
A very fine example of the one ounce Penny of Scotland commemorating Adam Smith. The
portrait of Adam Smith is after the Tassie medallion of 1787, which is described by John M.Gray in
Bonar’s Catalogue of the Library of Adam Smith 1932, p.xxi: “The head, which appears turned in
pure profile to the right of the spectator, shows a particularly full forehead, a full nose, slightly
aquiline in its curve; a long thin upper lip, and a lower lip that protrudes a little; and a firm, wellshaped chin and jaw. The eyebrow is strongly curved, the upper eyelid heavy and drooping, the
eyeball particularly prominent; and beneath the lower eyelid the skin is loose and wrinkled. A wig
is worn, tied behind in a bag with ribbons, showing small curls in front, and two large curls at the
side which cover and conceal the ear”.
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29. SMITH,ADAM. An Inquiry into the Nature and Causes of the Wealth of Nations. In Three
Volumes. The Fourth Edition. London, A.Strahan and T.Cadell 1786
3 volumes, octavo, contemporary half calf and marbled boards, contemporary red morocco labels
lettered gilt with volume numbers in gilt, head and tails worn, leaf edges entirely uncut, pp.viii +
499 + (1) errata; vi + 518 + (5) appendix + (1) errata; v + (1) errata + 465 + (1) blank + (50) index,
in vol.III title page and index leaves unopened, engraved armorial bookplate in all volumes of
Talbot of Gonville’s Hall in Wymondham Co.Norfolk MDLXXXIV, in volumes II and III in ink on
initial blank B.C.Hingham June 87, contemporary binders note in ink on front blank endpaper of
volume I 3 V. 0.18.0 in hf bind., and at the foot of the final blank leaf Joh.Slapp Cher., a charming
copy.
£3,850
PMM 221 (1st edition). Goldsmith 13148. Kress B1129. Vanderblue, p.3. See Mossner,
Correspondence of Adam Smith, 1987, letter no.256 to Andrew Strahan
Fourth edition published on November 6th 1786. There are a few trifling alterations from the 3rd
edition.. In the ‘Advertisement’ leaf in volume I to this edition Adam Smith writes ‘In this fourth
edition I have made no alterations of any kind. I now, however, find myself at liberty to
acknowledge my very great obligations to Henry Hop of Amsterdam. To that Gentleman I owe the
most distinct, as well as liberal information, concerning a very interesting and important subject,
the Bank of Amsterdam; of which no printed account had ever appeared to me satisfactory, or even
intelligible...’
Adam Smith wrote to his publisher Andrew Strahan in February 1786 ‘I beg you will employ one of
your best compositors in printing the new edition of my book. I must, likewise beg that a compleat
copy be sent to me before it is published, that I may revise and correct it. You may depend upon my
not detaining you above a week...’
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30. SMITH,Adam. The Works of Adam Smith, LL.D....With an account of his life and writings
by Dugald Stewart. In Five Volumes. London, T.Cadell and W.Davies 1811-1812
5 volumes, octavo, contemporary calf, contemporary labels lettered in gilt, edges rubbed, covers
scuffed, ruled in gilt, spines richly gilt, pp.xv +611; viii + (1) + 499; vi + 523; v + (1) + 515; iv +
584, engraved frontispiece portrait of Adam Smith to volume I from the Tassie medallion drawn by
J.Jackson and engraved by S.Picart, contemporary engraved armorial bookplate of William Barlee
and bookplate of David Oliver, an attractive set.
£3,500
Kress B5917. Goldsmith 20438. Vanderblue p.45.
First edition of the first printing of The Works of Adam Smith. Volume I contains The Theory of
Moral Sentiments from the sixth edition; volume II, III, IV The Nature and Causes of the Wealth of
Nations from the fourth edition; volume V Considerations concerning the Formation of Languages;
Essays on Philosophical Subjects; Account of the Life and Writings of Dr Smith taken from the
Transactions of the Royal Society of Edinburgh 1793. The Appendix pp.553-584 contains Adam
Smith’s two contributions in 1755 to the journal The Edinburgh Review which was a review of
Johnson’s Dictionary and A Letter to the Author’s of the Edinburgh Review.
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31. STEUART,SIR JAMES. An Inquiry into the Principles of Political Oeconomy. Dublin,
James Williams and Richard Moncrieffe 1770
Three volumes, octavo, contemporary pale Irish calf, contemporary dark red labels lettered and
numbered gilt, slight wear to head and tails of volume II, pp. (4) + (8) + iii-xii + (6) + 426 +
(2)adverts; (32) + 424; (8) + 431 + folding table of coins + (20), a fine and attractive copy.
£2,850
Kress 6760. Goldsmith 10611. Higgs 4854. Blaug, Great Economists before Keynes, pp.241-242.
Schumpeter, History of Economic Analysis, p.176.
First Dublin edition. The first important English work on political economy. James Steuart (17121780) is represented as someone who produced a systematic treatment of economics, but in prePhysiocratic form. Although his book was first published in 1767, the main elements of the
argument were established in isolation in Germany in the late 1750’s. The Principles is dominated
by a concern with a socio-economic system in a situation where different national economies have
different growth rates. Both perspectives ensured that the book was largely concerned with matters
of economic policy, and have given the misleading claim that Steuart was a mercantilist. Steuart
was particularly worried about population growth and his views bear an uncanny resemblance to the
later views of Malthus.
David Hume is reported as being critical of the ‘form and style’ of the work but ‘exceedingly
pleased’ with it as an ‘ingenious performance’ when he looked it over in manuscript in 1766. Whilst
Steuart’s interventionist economic principles provoked Adam Smith to refute them in The Wealth of
Nations, recent commentary has emphasized the continuity in Scottish economic thought from
David Hume to James Steuart to Adam Smith.
Marx noticed him and he gradually enjoyed some attention from the members of the German
Historical School in the 19th Century who appreciated his historical bent and his belief that
economic development must be consciously managed by the state. More recently he has been hailed
as a forerunner of the ‘economics of control’ and the concept of development planning.
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Uncut in the original sheets
32. WILBERFORCE,William. A Letter on the Abolition of the Slave Trade; Addressed to the
Freeholders and other Inhabitants of Yorkshire. London, Luke Hansard & Sons for T.Cadell
and W.Davies and J.Hatchard, 1807
Octavo, 23.0 x 15.0 cm, uncut in the original sheets, stab holes, pp.(2) +396 + (4), printing flaw on
page 276 affecting part of the text on 11 lines, publishers adverts dated December 1806, advert
leaves browned, an excellent copy, a remarkable survival in the original sheets, uncut and never
bound, preserved in a green cloth box.
£4,850
Printing & the Mind of Man, 232b. Sabin 103953.
FIRST EDITION of William Wilberforce’s book of 80,000 words which he completed on the
evening of 27th January 1807 and published four days later. It summed up his arguments against the
slave trade which he had presented over the previous twenty years. Copies were rushed to the
House of Lords as soon as it came off the presses to coincide with the debate and 2nd reading of the
Abolition Act that was to take place in the first week of February 1807. The Lords carried the
Abolition Bill by 100 votes to 34, and the triumph was repeated in the House of Commons on 23 rd
February – 283 votes to 16.
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33. [WOOD,John Philip]. A Sketch of the Life and Projects of John Law of
Lauriston,comptroller General of the finances in France. Edinburgh, Peter Hill and George
Kearsley 1791
Quarto, 29.0 x 23.0 cm, original blue paper wrappers, uncut, pp.(4) + ii + 48, paper wrappers with
short tear, an excellent copy, preserved in a marbled portfolio with ties.
£4250
ESTC T8458. Kress B2240. Goldsmith 14941.
First edition of the earliest published biography in English of the Scottish economist John Law.
The dedication is to William Davidson of Muirhead.
The son of a prosperous banker John Law [1671-1729] devoted his entire life to making proposals
for the establishment of banks, both in Scotland and on the Continent, convinced as he was that the
key to economic prosperity lay in augmenting the base of metallic currencies with paper money,
particularly paper money backed by land holdings. He was appointed Controller General of
Finances in France by the regent Philippe dOrleans in 1716 and the became the architect of the
Mississippi Bubble. Law was dismissed from his post in 1720.
His principal theories on money and banking, giving a detailed account of his plan to replace specie
with paper currency based on land and of his proposals for a state bank were published in his Money
and trade considered, published anonymously in Edinburgh in 1705. Law is described by
Schumpeter as “in the front rank of monetary theorists of all times”.
Antoin Murphy writes “Money and trade in particular is a seminal work….In it Law discussed not
only the money/inflation issue, but, more significantly, the money/output issue. He was contending
that money was linked, not just to the price level, but also to output – or trade, as it was then called.
Law wanted to show that an expansion of money supply could increase output and employment in
an economy characterised by unemployment and under-utilisation of resources. At the same time,
he produced a highly innovative approach to macroeconomic theorizing…”
The author of this biography John Wood was to publish in 1794 an account of John Law’s ancestral
village entitled The Ancient and Modern State of the Parish of Cramond.
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